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Bt.TBBLE CHAMBER PRESSURE GAGE 

Wiiliar.1.1 Io Linlol"~ Quentin A. K.ernac and Jol'm W. Ma:rk 

Radiation Laboratory 
University of California 
Berkeley~ California 

January 17 o 1957 

ABSTRACT 

A deec1•iption is given of the mechanical gage and electrical circuit 

employed for measuring millisecond pressure pulses in. a liquid hydrogen 

bubble cbainbero in a pulsed magnetic field regiono 

The pressure pulse produces a deflection of a diaphragm that acta 

as one electrode of a capacitoro The change in capacitance is mea.su:red in 

an electrical circuit by comparison with a reference capaci1:or. 

A common source feeds two cables, one of which is te?minated by 

the pressure-measuring capacitor \( 11tra.naducer")o the other by the adjustable 

comparison unit. Pulses from the common source are reflected from the 

two terminations, and their difference is amplified and displayed. The 

circuit employed ie such that the distri.bu~ed capacitance of the c&blea does 

not affect the sensitivity of the system. Hence 9 the interconnecting cables 

are not limited in length up to sever.-al thousand feeto 

The freqv.encyareaponse limit ie about 10 kc for units currently 

useds because o£ the diaphragm characteX'istics. Steady-pressure calibration 

can be employed in order to determine the p11•essure and output relation. 
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BUBBLE CHAMBER PRESSURE GAGE* 

William I. Linlore Quentin A. Kerns, and John W. Mark 

Radiation Laboratory 
University of California 

Berkeley, California 

January 17, 1957 

I. TI'lTRODUCTION 

Pressure gages are used in nurr erous applications under a. great variety 

of operating conditions. The Bourdon water- or steam-pressure gage is a 

familiar example of the device t\sually associated with the term; there exist 

literally hundreds of different kinds of pressure gages, as a recent survey 

listing shows. 1 But even with this great variety available commercialiy today, 

specialized situations continue to require new versions. The particular preasure 

gage to be deec:ribed in this a.rticle was deaigned specifically for use in a liquid 

hydrogen bubbl~ chamber. Z, 3 

Basic requirements specified for the gage are: 

(a) Immersion in liquid hydrogen. This implies that the unit is not 
0 accessible for adjustment. mu.st operate at a temperature of about -Z50 C, .and 

neceanarily has a connecting lead at least a. foot long. 

='.<This work was done under the auapices of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commiaaion. 

1 W. G. Brombacher and T. W. Lashofe Bibliography and Index on Dynamic 

Pr-essure Measurement~ National Bureau of Standards Circular 558~ Feln~uary 1'11. 

1955. {Contaiiu; bibliography of 850 items.) 

2Douglas Parmentier: Jr., and Arnold J. Scb.wemin~ Liquid-Hydrogen Bubble 

Chamber, UCRL-29l3, March 1955. (This report contains ftu"ther references.) 

3Hal"l"Y Cline Dittler and Thomas Fralllk Gerecke, Liquid-Hydrogen Bubble 

Cb.c.'l.mbe:rs {M. S. thesis), UCRL-2985s May 1955. (This report contains a 

bibliography.) 
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~) Response time of. 10~4 second or less. This is neceE;sary in orde:s.· 

to measure details in a preaau:.re pulse that ranges from about 100 pounds per 

square inch to atrnoa_pheric p:r~ssure in a time that can be as short as a rniHi

aecond. 

(c) Operat.io~ in magnetic: fie).d. The magneticofield intensity may var~r 

from zero to a value greater than 10,000 gauss~ and may be either steady or 

pulsed. 

(d) Steady-preeeure calibration. 

It was decided to meaaure the pressure change by displacement of a 

·diaphragm which acts as an element of a capacitive eel!. In addition to its 

satisfaction of the above requirements, the advantages of this arrangement 

seemed to be the excel!ll!lnt frequency response of a pressure-deflected plate} 

and a minimum of circuitry at liquid hydrogen temperatu1•e .. 

The capacitance of the unit is about 60 micromic:r·ofarada. A deflecticrn 

o! the center of the plate atnounting to a few wavelengths of red light is produced 

by the smallest preaeux·e change that is to be measured by the corresponding 

capacitance changee for typical transducers currently used. 

The basic problem, therefore# was to develop an electrical circuit 

that could me~sure a small transient capacitance change in the presence of 

much lazger parallel cable capacitance. 

The mechanical design of a suitable capacitive pressure piclt-up 

("transducer") was facilitated by a published deac:;:iption of "miniature presaui'e 

cells. "4 As described later, modifications of this ceU design were needed to 

adapt it to the bubble -chamber application. 

Undoubtedly, there are many applications for the gage and electrical 

circuit, but we :rest:dct the following material to a description and. discussion 

of the bubble -cha.mbe:r application. 

4 
'"Taft Wratha!l, Miniature Pl"eB~ure Celia: Instruments 26. 736-739 ~1953). 
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II. DESCRIPTION OF PRESSURE CELL 

A sectional drawing of the pressure cell is given· in Fig. l. Tbe 

components of the unit are: 

a. The external shell or body. Thia ia essentially a. cylinder 1 in. 

long and 1 in. in outside diameter, machined oui: o£ solid stainless steel. The 

diaphragm is 0.025 inch thick. To preserve its elastic deflectin.g property~ , 
the diaphragm should be machined slowly when the final thickneas is approac:hed., 

and at!l.HJequently it should not be subjected to loa.ding gFeater than the preaauX'e 

to be meaeured nor should it be annealed by overheating. About a half :i.nch of 

mounting threads may be provided. 

b. Spacer. This is a ceramic materia!, alumina AD -2. 5 

c. The inner electrode. This is aluminun'l a.Uoy {ALCOA 6061-T6). 

The electrode audace is given a conical machining to a depth of about one mil, 

which leeoens the nonlin.ear response of the unit. compared with a flat surface. 

The entire electrodec except the top quarter inch. is "Sanford ha.zd-c:oa.ted"6 to 

a thickness of 1.5 mils. This anodized surface serves as an insulator~ and 

thus greatly improves the reliability of the unit. The combination of anodized 

surface and conical ahaping may allow elimination of the ceramic spacer in 

future transducer designs. 

The spacing of inner electrode to shell is adjusted by shims between 

the electrode and ceramic spacer so as to yield approximately 60 IJ.J.Lf capacitance 

in the undef.lected position. This condition corresponds to a spacing of about 

0.0005 in. between electrode and diaphragm at the periphery. 

d. External connection. This ia an adaptor for a comme:i"cially 

available tnicrodot connector. 

e, £. Retaining nuts. Br"asa is a satisfactory material. 

Other transducers have been built and tested that are 1.5 in. in diameter, 

with diaphragms covering a range of thicknesGes. These have been employed 

in measul"ing explosive pressure pulses" 

5Manufactured by Coors Co., Golden, Colorado. 

6 Sanford Process, Inc., 6920 South Central Ave.~ Los Angeles 1. California. 



' ' III. GENERAL DESCRIJ?T!ON OF ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT 

Basic Electrical Ch·cuit 

Referring to Fig. 2, 'll'lhich represents an idealization of the method. 

we assume that a positive pulse S (about Z x 10-8 second wide at the base and 

50 volts high) is generated by the pulser and delivered to a transformel:'. At 

the output of the center~tapped transfot•me;r, symmetrical. positive &nd negative 

pulses s1 and s2 appear. If we choose cable No. 1 and cable No. 2 to have 

the same surge itnpedancet the circuit is symmetrical about the point CT and 

none of the t:ranamitted pulse is presented to the crystal diode. 

The transmitted pulses s1 and s2 travel down Cables 1 and 2 to en

counter the terminations. These terminations may take a variety of forms 

such as capacitors, inducto:rs, resistance wh•e under tension, o!' combinations; 

for simplicity we select them to be the pressure-measuring capacita.nce cell C 1 
and an adjustable comparison capacitor Cz. From these terminations, reflected 

pulse a r 1 and r 2 travel back along the cables to the transformer~ and the 

sum r a = r l + r 2 appears at the point CT. Capa.citor Ca is charged through 

the diode to a voltage somewhat beiow the positive peak of r . The charging a 
time is of the order of 10-8 sec, whereas the discharge time, eoaentiaUy 

C Ra, is adjusted to about 5 x 10- 7 second. Such pulse stretching permits a . 
the use of moderate band-width: circuitry in the subsequent determination of 

the pulse voltage on Ca. 

In a completely symmetrical system, the sum of r 1 and r 2 is zel"o. 

When the capacitance C 1 changes, as the result of an applied p1ressure~ the 

sum r a = r 1 + r 2 is no longer zexoo, but is a function of that applied pressure. 

If we regard the capacitance of the pressure cell as the surn of a fixed com

ponent c0 and a pressure-relaied component AC, the ratio ~C/C0 is the 

bactional change in capacitance which is to be measured by the electronic 

circuit. Cella have been buHt that have a AC/C0 of about 0.10 for a pt•easul"e 

change of 100 psi. 

J.! iock Diagram 

The block diagram of the circuit is shown in Fig. 3, fo1' a typical 

transducez application. Because of the irequer.cy-reeponse limitation of the 

tranaducex- diaphragm (approximately 10 kilocycles), the :i:'epetition rate for 

the pulse gene:ratol" ia aet at 30 kc. The pulse shape ia modified, aa indicated 

in the insert dt.,•awh"lga along the circuit, oo ae to p1.·esent a suitable fo:r.m to 

the cetlter -tapped tri:\nsfo:rrner. 
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Two identical ca.blea receive pulse:!! from the secondary winding of the 

tranafox-mer, and deliver them to the terminations. The :!."efiected pulses return 

along the cables, are added in the tr.ansio:E'mer secondary~ and their algebx-a.ic 

sum is fed to a crystal diode. 

In order to obtain aufHcient ®ensitivity, the pulse that pasees through. 

the c:r.ystat diode is "compared" with a reference signa.! obtained from a single

turn tertiary winding of the transformer. The pulse-comparator tube {5687) 

acta ae a diffe1:·ence amplifier. 

The outputs of the two triodes of the pulse comparator tube are added 

in a traneforme1', from whose eecondary winding is produced the desired 

signal pulse. 

The signal pulse may be observed by various methods: of ~hich 

oscilloscope display is perhaps most versatile and coilvenient. I£ transient 

dieturba.ncec produced shifts of the scope ba.ee trace, some ambiguity might 

result. In the stray magnetic field of the Bevatrone for example, such deflection. 

of the t:race is common. With the circuit presented here, base-line shifts 

between pulses are clearly evident and can be subtracted. 'l'he scope dioplay 

thus consists of 1-tJ.oec pulses sepa:rated by 3Z ~sec (corresponding to the 

30 .. kc pulse-repetition :~rate). For a sweep which lasts, say, 10 milliseconds, 

there would be 300 pulses. The &ppea::rance ie shown schematically in Fig. 3, 

labeled "Typical Pressu7re Scope Presentation. " 
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IV. DETAILED DESCR!P'l'XON OF ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT 

The detaHo o:f tbe e!ect:dcal ch·cuit are shown in Figo.. 4a: 4b, and 4c. 

(The division into three portions i.a necessary for da1:ity :i.n reproduction.) 

Figure 4a gives details of the pow~r supply, whose output occurs at 

the terminals labeled Ll and L2. 

Now, considezoing Fig. 4b, we star~ with the blocking oscillator 

(liZ l2AU7), which. generates a positive pulse of about 1 .. !J.Sec duration. 

repetition frequency about 30 kc. The pulse length is decreased to about 

O.Z IJ.SE!C in the following blocking ouciUator «I/Z l2AU7). and then is fed into 

a shaping amplifier (6197). The grid of the latter is biased sufficiently negative . 

by gl"id rectification so that a pulse of plate current is passed only a.l: the tip 

of the incoming pulse. T:~:ansformer T-5 produces a. positive-going damped 

pulse which is fed to the cascode output stage. The caocode stage (5687) is 

seneitive only to the fh·et positive pulse of the ringing because of the self~bias 

developed. The 1-~eoult is a pulse about 50 v negative going to 35 v positive in 

about 10-8 sec. 'I'his i6 the desired ":i.nitial" pu!se needed for the rneaau:ring 

circuit. 

The circuit po?tion of Fig. 4b may be called the pulse~foi'ming net

work. In order to verify that the "initial" pulse is satiafa.ctory, switch S-2 

permits transfer of the pulse to plug P0-3, to which a suitable fast acope may 

be connected. The appropriate pulse shape i& shown in the insert drawing. 

Fig. 4b shows switch S-Z in the pressure-measurement position. 

Referring now to Fig. 4cc we note that the pulse just described is fed 

into one half of the primary of the output transformer (T-6); the other half 

(three turns) is left floating to achieve electrostatic balance between primary 

and secondary. The necessary pulse symmetry in the t1:ansforme~ is achieved 

by winding the two halves of each center -tapped winding in the form of a 

three-turn twisted pair: eo that each half of the winding takee a si.milar. path 

about the toroidal core. The pulses al·e delivered to the cables No. 1 and. 

No. Z at plugs PG·-5 and PQ .. 4 :!:'espectively. ~Plug Pg-5 ie the pressure

measuril"Ag branch No. 1 o£ Fig. z. Plug PG-4, labeled X-cs.ble. is the 

comparioon branch No. Z of Fig. 1..) 

The reflected pulses from the terminatioras are added in the transformer 

(1'-6) oecondary~ and the algebraic aum is fed through a crystal "diode (XTAL-1) 

into a stretching capacitor (C-18). The voltage appeaA"ing on the capacitor 

is f.ed: to the grid of one triode of the puiae-comp<i.u·ator tube «5687)" A 
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reference bucking signal ira fed to the othe1· grid of the compa~ato:r tube through 

a crystal diode ~XTAL-2) by the single-tuzn tertiary winding 1)£ the transformer 

~T -6)o The pulse-comparator tube thus acts as a diffel"ence amplifie:t:. «The 

crystal diodea and associated RC circuits serve to lengthen the output of the 

secondary wh1ding, so aa to pe1n11it use of amplification and oscilloscope 

equipment that is relatively "a low" - -abo\.lt 1 Me bandwidth ... - a.nd therefore 

inexpensive . 

The outputs of the two triodes of the pulse-comparator tube appear em 

push··pull primary windings of a transformer ~T~7) in the plate circuit. The 

output of the secondary winding of this transformer fs the der»ired eignal that 

ie pr.oduced by the capacitance change in the transducer. The aignal appears 

at plug PG-6. 

A dual-trace, 10 Me oscilloscope has been used for. diaplay which 

shows pressure variation on the upper sweep, and ~elated events regarding 

the bubble chamber on the lower sweep. 

V. CABLE PROPERTIES 

Fzoom the descriptio11 of the electrical cil.'cuite it is clear that the 

employment of pulses aolves the problem of measu&"ement of a small transient 

capacitance change in the presence of much larger parallel cable capacitance, 

because the distributed capacitance of the cable ie transformed by the associated 

distributed inductance into an equivalent pure resistance. 

Because coaxial cable ia the info~mation channel between the t'neasuring 

cir-cuit and the pressure-cell termination0 a brief discussion of cable propelt"tieo 

may ~e helpful. 

Physical cable departs £:rom the ideal transmission -line in two general 

respects: iirat, cable attenuates and disperses pulees in transit. and second, 

the cable aystem exhl.bita impedance variations as a result of joints: inter

connecting plugs, normal cable tolerances, etc. 

The attenuation and dispersion are governed by the type of cable used. 

!n a 600.-ft. rour;.d trip in RG 8/U, for example~ a pu!se such as Sis reduced 

to about hall' amplitude a.nd le=t.'lgthened somewhat. Distortion of this ordaF.' 

is noi significant in the over. -aU performancet gince the effect for a 

particular cable is absorbed in the ou.tput-vs-pJ:essure ca!ib?.a.tion. 
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Applications requ.idng the pre~ssure cell to be rnore than a few hundr.ed feet away 

caU fo1· etectrica.Uy better cable. Phelps -Dodge 1-1/8 h'1. Styroflex -...vouid be 

satisfactol'y for distances of a mile or eo. The UCR L Counting Handbook containfJ 

a discussion of the pulse responae of coaxial cable. 7 

Impedance variations along the cable give :rise to a background of undeairec 

reflections. In g·~~eral, the 1ref!.ection appeai'ing at point CT in Fi.g. 2 is not a 

aingle pulse but a train of pulse6~ the last of which is the desired pressure

sensitive reflection from C 1• Thou.gh time-baaed discrimination of pulses is 

pX'actical. it was decided to determine the desired pulse on the basis of amplitude. 

Since the crystal diode and capacitor combination is not an absolute peak-reading 

device, the desi?ed pulse should be severaltb:nes as high as the backgt"ound pulses. 

The reliable reading of a small pressure variation thus i"equires a low background 

level. 

Background can be r.educed by introduCing at appropriate places into 

cable No. Z the same sequence of joints~ plugs, etc., ae is employed in cable 

No. 1. One n,ay even use a succession of different cable types !or Cable 1, such 

a.e 10 feet o:£ RG 63/U, followed by 2 feet of RG 8/U- etc., provided Cable Z ia 

assembled correspondingly. A high background may be produced by i.nadvertemt 

damage to a cable llby crushing) for example). Moisture ot·contaminants in the 

cables or connectors can cause similar difficulty. 

The care required in cable matching in order that background not be c-. 

!imitation may be estimated from coneide?ations of the pulse width. Pulse energy 

at any instant is confined to a.bout ZO feet of free space or about 13 feet o.f RG 8/U 

cable, given a pulse width at half amplitude of Z x 10-8 sec. A time difference of 

0 .. 01 pu!ee width. or about 1.5 in. of cablee represents a good wol'king toleranc:e. 

It may be that the electrical cable length is not proportional to the 

physical length. Fo1· example, a. variation in the dielectric constants of Cables 1 

and Z may make the following adjustment necessa1•y: with no termination on the 

cabiea, one observes the signal sum r 1 + r 2 . One adjusts the relative length 

untii 1~ 1 + r 2 is minimum. (In practice, 1 em. difference gives rise to a 

relatively large rl + rz.} 

A comment ie a.pprop:r.ia.te about the characteristics of cable opel"ating 

¢j.t low temperature. It was found experimentally that a teflon-dielect:dc cable 

7
0ttentin Kerns:, Fred Kirsten and C.· N. Winningstad, J?uifile Response of 

Coaxial Cabk~s. Ma.1·ch l, 1956 «Report CCZ of UCR L Counting Handbook, UCR L-

330~1, .Jan. 1956). 
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did not e:Jthibit too rnuch temperature effect. whereas some other dielectrics 

did. In the latter case$ a. balance of electrical cable lengths <~Jae difficult to 

obtain. 

RG-8/U cable is now uaed for the section of cable not l"equired to be 

at low temperature because of its mechanical and electrical stability; the 

impedance level ia 50 ohme. The length of eac~ cable is about 50 feet. 

VI. SENSITIVITY OF CIRCUIT 

The sensitivity of the over-aU device to pressure changes is related 

to the time-width of the initial pulse, T. 

Let us define the following quantities: 

T ::: initial pulse duration 

z0 = cable surge impedance 

cl =pressure-cell capacitance 

w ::: T/Ztr 

XC =·l/wc 1 
Ar a = amplitude increment of reflected pulse at CT 

S = amplitude of initial Signal 

AC = pt'essure-produced capa.citamce change 

Assuming ~C to be amall compal'ed with c 1• we may define the relative 

sensitivity as {6.rc/SH- !AC/C 1). 

IntuitiveLy, ontl might expect the S'=neitivity to be fairly near its 

maximum value !or the con.dition z 0 = X c. Because X<; equa.ls T /ZTIC 1, the 

parameter T/z0c 1 equals Zu for z0 = Xc. 

Expe:dmentaUy, the parameter T/z0c 1 was varied, and the relative 

sensitivity •{~:ra/57- (AC/C 1) was measured; the results are given in Fig. 5. 

There is a broad maximum near T/z0c 1 = 10, which is! consistent with the 

va!ue diBcuewed above. 

The reaso!). for decrease of sensitivity fo1· both J.arge and small valuea 

of T jz0c 1 io the foHowing: 

Let us suppofJe z0c 1 is fi~ed and that the pulse width T ie gradua.Uy 

decrec-:sed. Eventually. it become a much less than tbe time constant z0c 1. 

Such a pulse fails to charge the ~apacitance C 1 a.ppr.eciably. hence io almost 
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totally reflected. Small variations in C 1 at this poin.t produce r.o.egligih!e change 

in ~eflection. Thus the sensitivity to pressure variation vanishes for infinitely 

narrow pulses. which see only a shoxt circuit at the pressure celL 

For very lo11g pulses (that is, slow rise and fall rates) on the othe1· 

extreme, the charging current to C 1 iz small, hence the pressure-produced 

voltage pulses ax-e small. 

For one arrangement, T is set at about 3 x 10-8 second, z
0 

is 50 tlhmo, 

and C 1 is about 6 x 10·
11 

farad. Thus we have 

I -a I -11 T z0C l :; (3 X 10 ) (50 X 6 X 10 ) = 10. 

The value of AC/C 1 for the cell described here is about 0.10 for a 

pressure change of 100 lb per in. 
2

. Strictly speaking, one should regard the 

capacitance of the cell aa the sum of a fixed component c 0 and a variable 

component b.C, such that 

c 1 = c0 + ac~ 

and define !l.C/C0 a~t the fractional change in capacitance. Howeve1~. b.C is 

usually emall compa:red with c0 ~ and so we approximate c 0 by c 1. 

Cells have been used for which the total pressure range l"esulted in 

a value of 1:1.C/C0 of 0.0.1. :Futut•e cell deaigps may have values of AC/C0 
comparable to unity, for which the output signal may be relatively large. 
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VI!. ADJUSTMENT OF TERMINATION 

Because the capacitance of the px-esaure cell C, changes with tempe1•a.tu1:e, 
.!. 

immereion of the uni.t in liquid hydrogen requires suitable adjuatment in the ci:t•ct:J.it. 

The comparison capacitor Cz ie avaHable for tbie adjuetme~t. since a posithrf:! 

increment in c2 has essentially the same circuit effect as a negative increment 

incl. 

Normally, c2 is set to a value slightly less than that of C 1 in order 

to keep the desired pulse above the background level. The effect oYJ. the 

sum ra = r 1 + r 2 of a variation in c 2 is shown in Fig. 6. 

At c 1 = c 2, the preaeure-aensitive pulse hao disappeal!'ed, while the 

level r 1 + r 2 is produced by the :;:oeaidual background. (The dotted lines, curve 

b, show the hypothetical case of perfect symmetry, giving zero bacltground.} 

Since the slope of the curve in Fig. 6 ia proportional. to the sensitivity. 

one should deHberately set C 1 I c 2, in a region where the slope ie approximately 

a straight line, in order to get suitable sensitivity as v.reU aa linear J:elation 

between pressure changes and signal output. Differences in cable le11gtb within 

the allowed tolerance may be compensated by the setting of c 2 . 

Another reason for setting c 2 l c 1 arises from the conductivity 

character-istic of the rectifier. If r a = r 1 + rz. baa a steady-state positive 

value, tbe incremental conductivity of the crystal diode for a emaU change in 

r is greater than it would be if we had nominally r = 0. In the present circuit a a 
the difference '1.\nbalance ~c 1 - C 2) is deliberately made relatively large. The 

ateady-etate positive signal ia then bucked out with a negative signal obtained 

from a similar rectifier operating on a constant-ampiitude pulse Sa from a 

tertiary winding on the transformer. S is, of course, not simultaneous in a 
thne witt. r a' but pl•ecedee l" a by tb.e round-trip transit time in cable No. 1. 

The pulse stretching of both Ra and Sa permite them to overlap and 

essentially buck out in the subsequent slower circuits. 

If the cable length d to the transducer is greater than 300 feet, a 

delay line of length ld (terminated by a resistance equal to the delay line~a 

surge impedance) ohoulcl be inaerted in sel?ies with the tertia:a·y winding, so 

that pul.6es R and S ar,~ive simultaneoualy at the difference amplifier (5687). a a · 
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Vll!. PRESSURE~va. -OUTPUT CALIBRATION 

The static preseu:re-vs. ~output calib:rationo are made at the operating 

temperature to take <:~.ccourtt o£ spacing changes due to differential contrad:.ions, 

as well as the somewhat increased stiffness of the diaphragm at low temperature. 

The pulse response of the transducer depends of co1.trse upon the bequency 

response of the diaphragm loaded oy liquid hydrogen. Resonant h·equenciea 

in air of the order of 30 kc are typical. Liquid hydrogen Lowers this frequency 

a few percent. Thus preeamre pulses having a rise time of 100 !J.Sec or longer 

can be measu?ed to within 10% i£ we use the static calibration. 

Some static calibration curves for a ·.typical transducer are shown in 

Fig. 7. The spacing f:&.•om diaphragm to inner ei.ectrode baa been adjusted by 

shims, the thicke:r shims corresponding to smaller spacings. It should be 

noted that the curve labeled "Shirn::: 0.005 in." corresponds to a.ctuat contact 

between the pex·iphery of the diaphragm and the Al2o3 film on the inner electrode. 

Subsequent deflection in this case serves to increase the area. of contact and 

reduce the center spacing. 

The transducer and particular circuit for which the caHh:r.ation curves 

are given have the parameters: 

Diameter: l in. 

Diaphragm thickness: 0.025 in. 

Insulator: Ceramic 

Cable Length {each): 50 ft 

Cable in'lpedance: lZS ohms 

Pulse width: 7 x 10-8 sec. 

The inner eledrode had the conical-machined !ace, and anodized 

su:rface, as deecribed in Section ll. 

The output voltage at zero pressure was adjusted to read 0.1 volt for 

each of the spacings. 
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FIGURES 

Fig. 1. Sectional drawing of the pressure cell. 

UCRL-3! 73 (Rev.) 

Fig. Z. Basic electrical circuit (idealized) for bubble -chamber. pl"esaure gage. 

Fig. 3. Block diag:t'am of actual ch:cuit for p1·e~Hnu·e gage. 

Fig. 4a. Details of the powel" supply. 

Fig. 4b. Details of pulse-forming circuit. 

Fig. 4c. Details of pulse-detectio11. cil':'cuit. 

Fig. 5. Experimental variation of sensitivity with pulse length. 

Fig. 6. Re~ation between pulse (ra ~ r 1 + r 2) and capacitance c 2• 

Fig, 7. Output va. pr.eaaure calibration curves. 
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